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1.  Introduction
Traditional teleseismic traveltime tomography using body waves has imaged a lot of high-resolution 
three-dimensional (3D) models of mantle structures (e.g., Aki et  al.,  1976; Hung et  al.,  2004; Montelli 
et al., 2004; Schmandt & Humphreys, 2010; Sigloch et al., 2008; van der Hilst et al., 1997). However, due 

Abstract Adjoint tomography has been recently applied to ambient seismic noise and teleseismic 
P waves separately to unveil fine-scale lithospheric structures beyond the resolving ability of traditional 
ray-based traveltime tomography. In this study, we propose an inversion scheme that alternates between 
frequency-dependent traveltime inversions of ambient noise surface waves and waveform inversions of 
teleseismic P waves to take advantage of their complementary sensitivities to the Earth's structure. We 
apply our method to ambient noise empirical Green's functions from 60 virtual sources, direct P and 
scattered waves from 11 teleseismic events recorded by a dense linear array (∼7 km station spacing) 
and other regional stations (∼40 km average station spacing) in central California. To evaluate the 
performance of the method, we compare tomographic results from ambient noise adjoint tomography, 
full-waveform inversion of teleseismic P waves, and the alternating inversion of the two data sets. Both 
applications to practical field data sets and synthetic checkerboard tests demonstrate the advantage of the 
alternating inversion over individual inversions as it combines the complementary sensitivities of the two 
independent data sets toward a more unified model. The three dimensional model from our alternating 
inversion not only shows major features of velocity anomalies and discontinuities in agreement with 
previous studies, but also reveals small-scale heterogeneities which provide new constraints on the 
geometry of the Isabella Anomaly and mantle dynamic processes in central California. The proposed 
alternating inversion scheme can be applied to other regions with similar array deployments for high-
resolution lithospheric imaging.

Plain Language Summary Surface waves and teleseismic body waves map the Earth's 
internal structure from different angles and are complementary for constructing a unified model. 
Conventionally, these two data sets are combined based on the ray theory or other approximations of wave 
propagation theories, which might not image fine-scale heterogeneities of the medium. To overcome this 
limitation, we present a new inversion scheme by fitting surface waves from ambient noise and teleseismic 
compressional waves alternatively based on three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulations of the wave 
equation. The proposed method takes advantage of waveform information and accounts for more realistic 
3D wave propagation effects, and thus it can resolve sub-wavelength structural heterogeneities. We 
demonstrate the advantage of the proposed alternating inversion over individual inversions using either 
synthetics or field data in central California. Our final model provides new constraints on the geometry 
of the subducted slab and helps decipher its origin. The proposed alternating inversion scheme can be 
applied to other regions for high-resolution lithospheric imaging.
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to the sub-vertical nature of ray paths of arriving teleseismic waves beneath receivers, traditional teleseis-
mic traveltime tomography has limited resolution at shallow depths (<50 km). On the other hand, surface 
wave tomography based on either earthquakes or ambient noise data can illuminate crustal and uppermost 
mantle structures at high resolution (e.g., Ekström et al., 1997; F.-C. Lin et al., 2007; Ritzwoller et al., 2002; 
Saygin & Kennett, 2010; Shapiro et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2006; Zheng 
et al., 2008); however, it has limited sensitivities to structures at greater depths (>∼250 km). The apparent 
complementary sensitivities of surface waves and teleseismic body waves to the Earth's subsurface struc-
tures have motivated the development of inversion schemes that jointly invert the two data sets. Various 
applications based on surface wave dispersions and body wave traveltimes have been developed, and have 
demonstrated the feasibility of joint inversions for constructing a more unified model than separate in-
versions across different scales (e.g., Fang et al., 2016; Friederich, 2003; Guo et al., 2018; Jiang, Schmandt, 
Ward, et al., 2018; Nunn et al., 2014; Obrebski et al., 2011; West et al., 2004; Woodhouse & Dziewonski, 1984; 
Zhang et al., 2014). Nevertheless, such a traveltime-based joint inversion scheme has several limitations: (a) 
it is formulated based on ray theory or other approximation of wave propagation theories where structural 
sensitivity kernels are calculated without considering 3D lateral heterogeneities; (b) model parameters are 
usually velocity perturbations relative to a one-dimensional (1D) reference model rather than absolute val-
ues as teleseismic differential traveltimes are often used in the inversion; (c) traveltimes of primary phases 
(such as direct P and S waves) are most sensitive to long-wavelength structures (e.g., Liu & Gu, 2012), thus 
offering limited resolution.

Compared with traditional traveltime tomography, adjoint tomography based on 3D numerical modeling of 
the seismic wave propagation can account for more realistic 3D sensitivity kernels, and thus it can resolve 
sub-wavelength structural heterogeneities (Liu & Gu, 2012; Tromp, 2020; Virieux & Operto, 2009). Over 
the past decade, an increasing number of applications based on adjoint techniques have been conducted 
in various regions using earthquakes located within the model domain (e.g., Bozdağ et  al.,  2016; Chen 
et al., 2015; Fichtner et al., 2009; Krischer et al., 2018; Lloyd et al., 2020; Tao et al., 2018; C. Tape et al., 2009; 
Zhu et al., 2012), unveiling unprecedented details of the Earth's interior beyond the resolvability of tradi-
tional ray-based tomography. More recently, adjoint tomography has been further extended to applications 
using body waves from teleseismic events outside of the model domain (e.g., Beller, Monteiller, Operto, 
et al., 2018; Wang, Chevrot, et al., 2016) and empirical Green's functions from ambient seismic noise data 
(Chen et al., 2014; Gao & Shen, 2014; Lu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018, 2020; Yang & Gao, 2020; Zhang 
et al., 2018).

Teleseismic full-waveform inversion (TeleFWI) of high frequency P waves (including direct and scattered 
waves) has been demonstrated to be capable of resolving small-scale structures beneath dense linear arrays 
through the implementation of hybrid methods (C. Lin et al., 2019; Masson & Romanowicz, 2016; Monteill-
er et al., 2013, 2015; Pienkowska et al., 2020; Tong, Chen, et al., 2014; Tong, Komatitsch, et al., 2014). The 
hybrid methods couple a regional 3D numerical solver for a small target area with an external fast numer-
ical/analytical method for a 1D background model. Utilizing the waveform information of scattered waves 
on both vertical and radial components, TeleFWI not only resolves small-scale local heterogeneities and 
sharp velocity discontinuities but also allows constraints on multiple model parameters, such as density, 
Vp and Vs. However, this method usually relies on the coherence of the scattered wavefields across stations 
which requires dense seismic arrays with small station spacing. For example, previous studies (Beller, Mon-
teiller, Operto, et al., 2018; Wang, Chevrot, et al., 2016) have shown that TeleFWI based on 5–50 s P and 
coda waves recorded by a dense linear seismic array with ∼8 km inter-station spacing, can resolve structural 
anomalies with a lateral dimension of ∼20 km (close to the minimum wavelength). Although this technique 
can image high-resolution structures using data from dense seismic arrays, it suffers from increasing spatial 
aliasing effects when the station spacing becomes larger. In reality, dense seismic arrays with a station spac-
ing of 10 km or less are usually deployed as linear arrays for receiver function analysis or migration studies 
only in selected regions around the globe. Most seismic arrays for tomographic studies are designed to be 
nearly evenly distributed over a region with a much coarser station spacing (≥30 km), such as the USArray 
Transportable Array and ChinArray. Nevertheless, Beller, Monteiller, Combe, et al. (2018) demonstrate that 
additional stations from other coarser seismic networks can help improve the lateral resolution and pene-
tration depth of TeleFWI compared with only using a two-dimensional (2D) dense linear array.
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Different from TeleFWI, the lateral resolution of ambient noise tomography mostly depends on station 
distribution as it relies on surface waves extracted from cross-correlations between station pairs. To date, 
there are mainly two approaches to perform ambient noise tomography based on 3D numerical simulations 
of the seismic wave equation. The first one assumes a cross-correlation function from ambient noise data 
can be approximated as the Green's function between a pair of stations, which is conventionally called as 
the empirical Green's function (Bensen et al., 2008; F.-C. Lin et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2006), hereafter EGF. 
Then, EGFs’ traveltime misfits with respect to synthetics from point-force virtual sources are inverted for 
3D structures (Chen et al., 2014; Gao & Shen, 2014; Wang et al., 2019). This type of methods mainly takes 
advantage of realistic 3D structural sensitivity kernels to resolve local velocity heterogeneities, and meas-
ures time shifts in several narrow period bands. The other approach proposed by Sager et al. (2018) involves 
modeling the cross-correlation wavefield for a spatial distribution of noise sources (Ermert et  al.,  2017; 
Tromp et al., 2010) and performs both source and structural inversions, known as full-waveform ambient 
noise inversion (FWANI). FWANI requires noise sources to be located inside of the model domain, and thus 
it is currently only applied to a global-scale study (Sager et al., 2020). In this regional-scale study, we adopt 
the first approach to perform the ambient noise adjoint tomography (Chen et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018), 
hereafter ANAT, which assumes that approximate Green's functions are retrieved from cross-correlations 
of ambient noise and does not involve noise source modeling. Since ANAT and TeleFWI have complemen-
tary constraints on resolving Vs structures, the two methods can be combined into the same framework 
of adjoint tomography. Zhang et al. (2020) investigated such a concept of joint inversion of ambient noise 
and teleseismic body waves based on 2D adjoint tomography. To our best knowledge, a joint inversion of 
ambient noise and teleseismic body waves in the framework of 3D adjoint tomography has not been im-
plemented and applied to either synthetics or real data sets. Such joint inversions can take advantage of 
both an accurate 3D numerical solver and the iterative inversion scheme, and thus are expected to reduce 
the aforementioned limitations in traditional traveltime tomography. In addition, TeleFWI also provides 
additional constraints on Vp and density structures which may help further improve the Vs image of ANAT.

Inspired by the success of joint surface-wave and teleseismic body-wave inversions in traditional travel-
time tomography (e.g., Guo et al., 2018; Nunn et al., 2014; Obrebski et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014), in this 
study we develop an alternating inversion scheme combining the complementary sensitivities of ANAT and 
TeleFWI. We apply the method to both synthetic and field data sets in central California (Figure 1a). We first 
demonstrate the advantages of the alternating inversion by comparing the resulting velocity models with 
those from separate inversions (ANAT and TeleFWI) in practical field data applications and 3D synthetic 
checkerboard tests. Then, the final model from the alternating inversion is compared with velocity models 
from traditional traveltime tomography and also with structural interfaces mapped from receiver function 
analysis. In the end, we will discuss both the advantages and limitations of our alternating inversion in 
resolving small-scale lithospheric structures.

2.  Methodology
2.1.  Traveltime and Waveform Inversions

For traveltime adjoint tomography of ambient noise (i.e., ANAT), we seek to minimize the traveltime misfits 
between EGFs from noise cross-correlations and synthetic Green's functions (SGFs) from point-force sourc-
es (Wang et al., 2019). In this study, we measure the frequency-dependent traveltime misfits expressed as:
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where m denotes the model vector,  Δ ,iT m  represents the frequency-dependent traveltime difference be-
tween the ith pair of SGF and EGF with its uncertainty σi,  ih  is a frequency-domain window normalized 
by   

 i iH h d , and N is the number of measurements. The detailed expression of adjoint source for 
multitaper traveltime measurements are listed in Appendix C of C. H. Tape (2009).

Time-domain full-waveform inversion (FWI) seeks to minimize the least-squares waveform misfit function 
(ϕ) between N number of observed data and the corresponding synthetics expressed as:
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where di(t) and ui(t) denote the three-component waveforms of data and synthetic for the ith window be-
tween (t1, t2). Due to the well-known source-structure tradeoff, accurate source wavelet estimation plays an 
important role in a successful FWI (Pratt, 1999; Virieux & Operto, 2009) and the effects of source-side sur-
face-reflected multiples can be taken into account by convolving synthetics ui(t) with an estimated source 
wavelet W(t) (Bostock, 2004). Thus, a new waveform misfit function (ϕW) between data and the convolved 
synthetics is adopted in practice
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where the symbol ∗ represents the convolution operator. As demonstrated by Plessix  (2006) and Beller, 
Monteiller, Operto, et al. (2018), the adjoint source of this new waveform misfit function is

 †( ) ( ) [ ( ) * ( ) ( )],W
i i if t W t t W t tu d (4)

where the symbol ⋆ represents the correlation operator.

The adjoint sources are placed at receivers to generate the adjoint wavefield which interacts with the for-
ward wavefield to generate sensitivity kernels defined in the linear relationship between the perturbations 
of misfit function (δϕ) and model variations

            ( ) ln ( ) ln ( ) ln ,K m K m K m dV∮ (5)
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Figure 1.  (a) Map of topography and station distribution in the study area. Stations from six seismic networks are plotted by rectangles filled with different 
colors as specified in the left bottom box. Black lines denote locations of the two cross-sections along which we will present our models in the following. The 
thick black box represents the simulation domain. Geologic abbreviations: SCR, Southern Coast Ranges; GV, Great Valley; SAF, San Andreas Fault; SNB, Sierra 
Nevada Batholith; WL, Walk Lane; WBR, Western Basin Ranges; ECSZ, Eastern California Shear Zone. (b) Location of the 11 teleseismic events (red stars) used 
in teleseismic full-waveform inversion. The two circles inside denote the boundaries of epicenter distances at 30° and 90°, and the blue rectangle is the study 
region.
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where Kρ(m), Kα(m), and Kβ(m) are the sensitivity kernels for density (ρ), Vp (α), and Vs (β) (Liu & 
Tromp, 2006; Tromp et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2019).

2.2.  Alternating Inversion Algorithm

We adopt an alternating inversion algorithm originally developed for exploration seismic data by Sun 
et al. (2017), and reformulate it for deep Earth imaging based on the adjoint tomography of ambient noise 
and teleseismic data. The iterations of this method alternate between traveltime and waveform inversions 
which has the advantage of avoiding nonphysical scaling factors between different data sets used in con-
ventional joint inversions (e.g., Obrebski et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014). It is implemented through the 
following four steps:

1.  At the beginning of the first iteration (k = 0), the initial model is set to be either a 1D reference model or 
a 3D model from previous seismic imaging studies.

2.  Apply ANAT to minimize the traveltime misfits (Equation  1) of Rayleigh waves between EGFs and 
SGFs, and obtain a new model mtt.

3.  Update the model as mk+1 = mtt. If the total misfit reduction over ANAT is less than a small value, such 
as 3% we choose in this study, iteration terminates; otherwise, set k = k + 1, and continue to the next 
step.

4.  Apply TeleFWI to minimize the teleseismic P waveform differences (Equation 3) between observations 
and synthetics computed based on hybrid methods, and obtain a new model mwf.

5.  Update the model by mk+1 = mwf. If the total misfit reduction over TeleFWI is less than 3%, iteration 
terminates; otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go back to step 2.

3.  Application to Seismic Data in Central California
We apply this alternating inversion method to image the lithospheric structure beneath central California to 
examine its feasibility and robustness. Our data sets consist of surface waves extracted from ambient noise 
cross-correlations and teleseismic P waveforms (including the direct P and its coda) recorded by 128 stations 
in central California (Figure 1a). These stations come from six seismic networks, including TO from the 
Central California Seismic Experiment (CCSE) deployed between 2013 and 2015, XJ from the Sierran Par-
adox Experiment in 1997, regional permanent networks (NC, CI, and BK) and the USArray Transportable 
Array (TA). In particular, the dense CCSE array (∼7 km station interval) provides a high spatial sampling of 
teleseismic P scattered waves that are essential for resolving small-scale structures beneath the array. Other 
off-line stations sparsely distributed with an average of ∼40 km inter-station distance help capture scattered 
waves in all directions more completely, and thus can improve the lateral resolution (Beller, Monteiller, 
Operto, et al., 2018).

3.1.  Data Processing

We obtain ambient noise cross-correlation functions (CCFs) between station pairs from the TO and CI net-
works using the python package of NoisePy (Jiang & Denolle, 2020), in which the standard noise processing 
procedure of Bensen et al. (2007) is followed in the period band of 5–50 s. We also add CCFs of station pairs 
that are located within our study area and have been previously extracted by Xie et al. (2018) from other net-
works. In the data processing, we apply temporal normalization, spectral whitening, and long-term stacking 
(Bensen et al., 2007) to reduce effects of the inhomogeneous distribution of noise sources on the retrieval of 
EGFs. Furthermore, we fold and stack the positive and negative time lags of CCFs to obtain the symmetric 
components and only retain those CCFs with the signal-to-noise ratio (Bensen et al., 2007) larger than 10 
for tomography. We convert symmetric CCFs to EGFs by taking a reversed time derivative of CCFs as done 
in Wang et al. (2018). In the end, 60 virtual sources are selected for the later inversion, resulting in 3167 ray 
paths that fairly uniformly cover our study region (Figure S1). In this study, we only use the Rayleigh waves 
from vertical-vertical component EGFs for adjoint tomography.

To obtain reliable scattered waves from teleseismic events, we apply a series of selection criteria for data 
quality control similar to those in Beller, Monteiller, Operto, et al. (2018), which are listed in the following:
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1.  Event Magnitudes ≥5.8.
2.  Epicentral distances to the center of the study region within 30°–90°.
3.  Hypocentral depths in the range of 0–30 km or 180–1000 km.
4.  Individual traces with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
5.  Spatial coherent signals on both vertical and radial components across the array.
6.  Waveforms with cross-correlation coefficients greater than 0.90, with respect to the array stack trace.

In the above steps, the first three criteria are used to select appropriate teleseismic events and the latter 
three are for picking high-quality waveforms on the receiver side. The last event selection criterion on 
hypocentral depth is to ensure that teleseismic waveforms are less contaminated from source-side surface 
reflections, such as the pP phase. According to the event selection criteria, we first download 345 teleseis-
mic events from the global earthquake catalog using the program SOD (Owens et al., 2004). For each event, 
we collect three-component waveforms within time windows defined as 2 min before and 3 min after the 
direct P arrivals predicted by the AK135 model (Kennett et al., 1995). We then remove the instrument re-
sponse, mean values, linear trends from the five-min time series, and rotate north and east components to 
radial and transverse components. Afterward, the pre-processed vertical and radial component waveforms 
of each event are visually inspected by the open-source software AIMBAT (Lou et al., 2013), and only those 
meet the data selection criteria (4–6) are retained. Note an iterative cross-correlation and stack algorithm 
is adopted in the AIMBAT package to calculate of the SNR, array stack trace, and cross-correlation coeffi-
cient for each seismogram. In total, we select 11 teleseismic events (Figure 1b) that satisfy the above data 
selection criteria for the following inversion. The detailed information of these 11 events is listed in Table 1.

3.2.  Inversion Procedures

We perform all the forward and adjoint simulations based on the open-source spectral-element method 
(SEM) package, SPECFEM3D (Komatitsch & Vilotte, 1998; Peter et al., 2011) and the adjoint-state technique 
(Liu & Tromp, 2006). The simulation domain (Figure 1a) extends from 121.8°W to 117.2°W (∼400 km), from 
34.75°N to 37.5°N (∼320 km), and from the surface to 220 km in depth. Its mesh has 80 and 60 elements in 
longitudinal and latitudinal directions respectively, and 25 layers in depth. The mesh is irregular with an el-
ement size of 5 km at the top (0–30 km) and 10 km at the bottom (30–220 km), giving a minimum resolving 
period of 3.5 s and a maximum time step of 0.03 s. In our inversion, we choose a time step of 0.025 s, a 120 s 
duration to simulate teleseismic P waves and a 170 s duration for surface waves.

Following the algorithm outlined in Section 2.2, the alternating inversion starts from a smoothed AK135 
model (Kennett et al., 1995) (Figure S2) and proceeds by alternating ANAT and TeleFWI inversions to up-
date the density and velocity structures. For ANAT, we follow similar inversion procedures as described in 
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Event ID Origin time Lon (°) Lat (°) Depth (km) Baz (°) Inc_ang (°)

5 April 1, 2014 23:46:47 −70.7691 −19.6097 25.0 131.460 18.09

12 June 23, 2014 19:19:15 −177.7247 −29.9772 20. 227.414 15.09

13 June 24, 2014 03:15:35 176.6981 52.2045 4. 310.964 24.08

27 October 9, 2014 02:14:31 −110.8112 −32.1082 16.54 171.613 19.02

29 December 8, 2014 08:54:52 −82.6865 7.9401 20. 120.220 24.69

37 May 30, 2015 11:23:02 140.4931 27.8386 664. 297.892 15.32

42 August 15, 2015 07:47:06 163.8226 −10.8968 8. 253.108 15.03

45 July 9, 1997 19:24:13 −63.4860 10.5980 19.9 102.334 21.73

46 September 2, 1997 12:13:22 −75.7499 3.8490 198.7 118.403 22.65

51 September 20, 1997 16:11:32 −177.6240 −28.6830 30.0 228.525 15.16

58 June 17, 1997 21:03:04 −179.3320 51.3470 33.0 309.119 24.60

Table 1 
Event Information and Parameters of Plane Wave Injection, Including Event Origin Time, Longitude (Lon), Latitude 
(Lat), Depth, Back-Azimuth (Baz), and Incident Angle (Inc_ang) to the Center of the Array
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Wang et al. (2018). We first place vertical point-force sources with a Gaussian source time function of 1.0 s 
half duration at the surface to generate vertical-component SGFs at receivers. Then, EGFs and SGFs are 
filtered at three narrow period bands: namely 6–15 s, 10–20 s, and 15–35 s. A multi-taper technique (e.g., 
C. Tape et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2004) is adopted to measure the frequency-dependent traveltime difference 
(Equation 1) between each EGF-SGF pair within the surface-wave time window determined by its phase 
velocity dispersion. The corresponding adjoint sources are calculated accordingly.

For forward simulations in TeleFWI, we adopt a hybrid method, FK-SEM, to compute the response in the 
simulation domain to the teleseismic wavefield from a plane wave injection. The FK-SEM method inter-
faces the numerically efficient frequency-wavenumber (FK) calculations for a 1D background model out-
side the domain with the accurate spectral-element computations for 3D models within the domain (Tong, 
Chen, et al., 2014; Tong, Komatitsch, et al., 2014). The initial wavefronts of the injected plane waves start 
from a reference point beneath the center of the array where incident angles and back-azimuths are also 
calculated for the various events as listed in Table 1. The depth of the reference point is defined at 400 km 
so as to ensure the initial wavefronts of the 11 teleseismic events do not enter the boundaries of the local 
simulation domain. The predicted arrival times of direct P waves from a plane wave are given by the travel-
time delays between the initial wavefront reference point and receivers computed for the AK135 model (see 
Appendix A for details). In order to compare data with the synthetics, waveforms of observed teleseismic 
P waves are first aligned by subtracting the reference direct P arrivals predicted from the AK135 model, 
and then shifted by the predicted first arrivals from the initial wavefronts to receivers. We then apply a 
time domain deconvolution method (e.g., Kikuchi & Kanamori, 1982; Lay et al., 2009) in conjunction with 
principal component analysis (PCA) (e.g., Halldor & Venegas, 1997) to obtain the source wavelet signature 
from vertical components (Beller, Monteiller, Operto, et al., 2018; Wang, Chevrot, et al., 2016). Finally, we 
measure waveform differences between the data and synthetics convolved with the source signature as 
illustrated in Equation 3. Figure 2 shows an example of the general processing procedures similar to those 
used by Wang, Chevrot, et al. (2016), as summarized in the following four steps:

1.  Data and synthetic waveforms are first filtered between 5 and 50 s. Observed data are also normalized 
by the maximum of the record section (Figure 2a) to balance the displacement amplitudes from earth-
quakes of different magnitudes in the inversion.

2.  Based on the time-domain iterative deconvolution method (e.g., Kikuchi & Kanamori,  1982; Lay 
et al., 2009), the synthetics on the vertical component are deconvolved from their corresponding data to 
obtain the candidate source wavelets (Figure 2b).

3.  PCA is applied to these candidate source wavelets to obtain different data modes (i.e., principal compo-
nents) and the first mode which accounts for at least 80% contribution is regarded as the average source 
wavelet signature (Figure 2c).

4.  The synthetics on both vertical and radial components are convolved with this average source wavelet 
and then compare with corresponding shifted observed data to calculate waveform differences and ad-
joint sources (Figure 2d).

For each teleseismic event or virtual source, we calculate the event kernel by injecting the adjoint sources 
at receivers based on the adjoint-state method (Liu & Tromp, 2006). Then, all event kernels are summed, 
preconditioned and smoothed to obtain the final misfit gradient for model updating. A preconditioner given 
by the square root of depth (Wang, Chevrot, et al., 2016) is used to approximate the Hessian matrix to accel-
erate the convergence of the inversion. In the first several iterations, the horizontal and vertical radii of the 
3D Gaussian function used to smooth the gradient are 20 and 10 km, respectively. Then, they are reduced 
to smaller values of 10 and 5 km to resolve smaller scale structures in later iterations. During the inversion, 
the optimization is achieved through the L-BFGS algorithm (Chap. 9, Nocedal & Wright, 2006) and a line 
search method is used to determine the optimal step length for model updating.

To demonstrate the advantage of our alternating inversion framework, we also conduct two additional sep-
arate inversions either only using ambient noise data or only using teleseismic data. The separate inversions 
also begin with the smoothed AK135 model and use the same inversion parameters as the alternating in-
version including the smoothing radii and step lengths. In total, we conduct three inversions: (a) traveltime 
adjoint tomography of ambient noise surface waves (i.e., ANAT); (b) waveform inversion of teleseismic P 
and scattered waves (i.e., TeleFWI); (c) alternating inversion using two data sets (i.e., Alter).
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3.3.  Synthetic Tests and Model Resolution

We first conduct several numerical experiments to demonstrate the advantage of the alternating inversion 
over separate inversions and to assess the model resolution. Synthetic data is computed for checkerboard 
models with ±12% perturbations relative to the smoothed AK135 background model, and simulated with 
the same source time functions as those used in the practical inversions. Then, we conduct the alternating 
inversion and two separate inversions following the same inversion procedures described in Section 3.2. 
Figure 3 displays the recovered checkerboard models with anomaly sizes of 40 km from ANAT, TeleFWI, 
and the alternating inversion, respectively. It is clear that surface waves from this study are mostly sensitive 
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Figure 2.  An example of the four processing steps to obtain the average source wavelet signature (i.e., STF, source 
time function) and waveform differences for event 13. (a) Data (black) and synthetics (red) filtered at the period band 
of 5–50 s. (b) Candidate STFs (black) obtained by deconvolving the synthetic from the data based on the time domain 
deconvolution method. The waveforms in red color denote the primary principal component (PC) of the STFs in c. (c) 
Top: Time series of the first nine PCs; Middle: Contribution of each PC; Bottom: the primary PC used as the average 
STF. (d) Data (black) and new synthetics (red) convolved with the average STF. Purple bars in (a) and (d) represent the 
time windows ([–5, 45] s relative to direct P arrivals) for measuring the waveform differences.
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to Vs structures at shallow depths (Figure 3m, less than 60 km) which is limited by the frequency range of 
retrieved cross-correlations from ambient noise. Compared with ANAT, TeleFWI is sensitive to much deep-
er structures for all three model parameters (ρ, Vp, and Vs in Figure 3h, 3k, and 3n). However, it suffers from 
strong smearing shown in the horizontal cross-sections of the recovered models (Figures 3b and 3e) due 
to the near-vertical incidence of teleseismic P waves beneath the sparsely distributed receivers. Benefiting 
from the more uniform ray-path coverage between station pairs, surface waves help better illuminate struc-
tures at the off-line areas that are not well resolved in TeleFWI. Thus, the addition of surface waves in the 
alternating inversion helps alleviate the strong smearing at shallow depths (Figures 3c and 3f). At greater 
depths, the alternating inversion shares a similar resolution of the TeleFWI with slightly degraded ampli-
tude recovery (Figure 3i, 3l, and 3o). These tests demonstrate that the alternating inversion combining the 
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Figure 3.  Recovered models of 40 km size 3D checkerboard tests for ANAT (left columns), TeleFWI (middle columns) and the alternating inversion (Alter, 
right columns). The top two rows exhibit the horizontal slices of Vs models at depths of (a–c) 20 km and (d–f) 80 km. The last three rows show the vertical 
cross-sections of (g–i) density, (j–l) Vp, and (m–o) Vs models beneath the AA’ profile.
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complementary sensitivities of surface waves and teleseismic P waves is capable of building a more unified 
model, thus outperforming inversions based on individual data sets.

We further evaluate the model resolution based on synthetic tests using the TeleFWI scheme instead of the 
alternating inversion. Since alternating inversions are too computationally extensive for a series of synthetic 
models as shown latter, we use TeleFWI checkerboard test as a good approximation to the model resolution 
for the alternating inversion, except at shallow depths where additional checkerboard tests with a 40 km 
anomaly size have already been performed (Figure 3). The synthetic models are composed of a series of 3D 
checkerboard anomalies with sizes of 20, 40, and 80 km. In particular, two sets of anomaly distributions 
with different orientations are designed to specifically investigate the resolution along profiles AA' (Fig-
ures S3 and S4) and BB' (Figures S5 and S6), respectively. The results from these synthetic tests suggest that 
the resolution beneath the CCSE array for the Vs model decreases from 20 km at the top to 40 km at the 
bottom. As P waves have longer wavelengths than S waves, the Vp structure is less resolved in comparison 
with the Vs structure and the resolution is about 40 km in the upper 100 km and 80 km at greater depths. 
The resolution of the density is degraded from that of the Vs, and it can be only resolved in the upper 60 km. 
The resolutions of the three model parameters for the BB′ profile are similar to those for the AA' profile. 
However, profile AA′ shows slightly stronger smearing effects at depths below 50 km likely due to the exist-
ence of fewer stations north of the profile compared to those for BB'. Since the density and Vp models have 
limited resolution, we mainly focus our discussion on the Vs structures in this study.

3.4.  Inversion Results

Figures 4a and 4b present the total misfit evolution of teleseismic P waveforms and ambient noise surface 
wave traveltimes respectively for the two separate inversions and the alternating inversion using real data 
sets. In general, the alternating inversion shows a slower convergence rate and slightly larger misfits than 
those from separate inversions. A similar pattern has also been seen in the traveltime joint inversion of Fang 
et al. (2016) which is reasonable as the alternating inversion scheme tries to fit both data sets simultaneous-
ly. The alternating inversion converges after 32 iterations when the misfit changes over the last iteration for 
both noise and teleseismic data are less than 3%. The final misfit reductions of the teleseismic (from 0.62 to 
0.37) and ambient noise (from 1.77 to 0.90) data are about 40.3% and 49.2%, respectively. Figure 4c shows 
the differential traveltime histograms between EGFs and SGFs for the initial and final model from the 
alternating inversion. It is clear that this final model improves the data fitting significantly in comparison 
with the initial model, with a smaller overall average misfit and standard deviation (e.g., 0.85 ± 1.96 s to 
0.12 ± 1.51 s). Examples of waveform fitting are also provided in Figures S7–S29.

To compare the results from the three types of inversions, we show their final Vs models at 15, 45, 75, and 
110 km depths respectively in Figure 5. In general, the Vs images from ANAT agree well with the first-order 
velocity structures from previous tomographic studies (Bernardino et al., 2019; Jiang, Schmandt, Hansen, 
et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2014; Moschetti et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2008). For example, high 
velocities (+10%) referred to as the Foothills Anomaly (FA), are observed in the crust along the western 
foothills of Sierra Nevada Batholith (SNB), as also seen in the teleseismic P-wave tomography of Jones 
et al. (2014). Surrounding the FA, relatively low velocities are observed in the Great Valley (GV) (−3%), the 
eastern SNB and Walker Lane (WL) region (−6%). In the uppermost mantle (45 km), the whole SNB and WL 
region exhibit strong low velocities (−12%) while the western coast shows relatively high velocities. At this 
depth, ANAT also reveals a low velocity zone under the central GV that is not seen in previous surface wave 
tomography (Jiang, Schmandt, Hansen, et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2013). This anomaly might be influenced by 
the shallow thick sediments (<10 km) in GV which cannot be well constrained by ANAT due to the lack of 
short-period dispersion information. A similar fast-to-slow velocity feature from the coast to the northeast 
further extends to the depth of 75 km with smaller amplitudes, and almost no change of the Vs is obtained 
at greater depths (i.e., 110 km) due to degrading depth sensitivities of surface waves. Compared to ANAT, 
TeleFWI resolves similar Vs patterns in the crust but with smaller amplitudes. The major difference between 
the two models exists in the uppermost mantle where TeleFWI reveals a dominating high velocity body cen-
tered at 119.5°W and 36°N known as the Isabella Anomaly (IA) (e.g., Jones et al., 1994; Raikes, 1980). High 
velocities are also imaged beneath the central SNB in the lower crust and uppermost mantle in TeleFWI, 
which is contrary to low velocities observed by previous tomography studies (Bernardino et al., 2019; Jiang, 
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Schmandt, Hansen, et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2008) in this area. The high velocities from TeleFWI may be 
an artifact caused by spatial aliasing effects resulting from the limited waveform data (Figures S26–S29). 
Moreover, TeleFWI reveals deeper Vs structures (e.g., 110 km) which are below the penetration depth of 
ANAT. The final Vs model from the alternating inversion accommodates the features from both ANAT and 
TeleFWI, including the three high velocity zones (FA, IA, and coastal high velocities) and the low velocity 
zone beneath the eastern SNB and WL.

In addition, we also show two vertical cross-sections (locations indicated in Figure 1a) of Vs structures to 
further examine the depth extent of the aforementioned velocity anomalies, particularly the FA and IA. The 
AA′ profile (Figures 6a–6c) follows the dense linear array and extends eastward into the eastern SNB. In the 
ANAT model, the coastal high velocity body is observed to dip sub-horizontally eastward with an overriding 
wedge-like low velocity zone beneath the central GV. Under the western SNB, the high velocity FA (+10%) 
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Figure 4.  The total misfit evolution for (a) Teleseismic P waveforms and (b) Ambient noise surface waves over iterations in ANAT (blue rectangles), TeleFWI 
(blue triangles), and the alternating inversion (Alter, red stars). The alternating inversion starts from the smoothed AK135 model (M00), and alternatively fits 
surface wave (M00, M02, ..., etc) and body wave (M01, M03, ..., etc) data sets. Iteration numbers of ANAT and TeleFWI are multiplied by two to match those of 
the alternating inversion. (c) Differential traveltime histograms between EGFs and SGFs for the initial (green) and final (red) models at three periods bands, 
that is, 6–15 s, 10–20 s, 15–35 s for the alternating inversion. The histograms of overall misfits are shown in the last column.
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is mostly confined to the upper 50 km, while low velocities (−12%) show up at greater depths that extend 
upward to the east toward the eastern SNB (Figure 6a). In comparison, TeleFWI only reveals a weak (−4%) 
east-dipping coastal high velocity body and the strong low velocities (−12%) beneath GV is mostly confined 
to the shallow crust. The high velocity features identified in the upper mantle as IA1 seems to be connected 
to the shallow FA, in company with a strip-like low velocity body below (Figure 6b). We notice that there are 
some discrepancies between the Vs images from the ANAT and TeleFWI beneath the GV and SNB at depths 
of 30–70 km, which are mainly due to the different data sensitivities and coverage of ANAT and TeleFWI. 
The alternating inversion (Figure 6c) eventually reveals high velocities beneath the GV and low velocities 
below the SNB in the lower crust and uppermost mantle, which is more reasonable and consistent with 
previous tomographic models based on large traveltime data sets (Bernardino et al., 2019; Jiang, Schmandt, 
Hansen, et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2008) compared with results from the two separate inversions. The final 
model shows the three high Vs bodies (coastal high velocities, IA1 and FA) are connected and also shows 
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Figure 5.  Horizontal slices of Vs images from ANAT (left columns), TeleFWI (middle columns) and the alternating 
inversion (right columns) at depths of 15, 45, 75, and 110 km.
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the low velocities beneath the SNB are merged to form an oblique low velocity zone from the eastern SNB 
to below IA1. At greater depths, two high Vs bodies (IA2 and IA3) are imaged beneath the SNB and may be 
interpreted as the deeper parts of the IA (Bernardino et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2013).

Another profile (BB’) along the latitude 36°N is shown to facilitate model comparisons with previous to-
mography models (Bernardino et al., 2019; Jiang, Schmandt, Hansen, et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2014; Yang 
et al., 2008). In general, the velocity variations along this profile is similar to those along AA’ in the top 
80 km. The amplitudes of the velocity anomalies from TeleFWI decrease from the profile AA’ to BB’, prob-
ably due to coarser station intervals off-line of the dense CCSE array. The major feature seen in BB’ that 
differs from AA’ is that the IA1 is connected with the deeper IA2 instead of the shallow FA.

4.  Discussions
4.1.  Model Comparison and Implications

Central California is located in a tectonically complex region where the lithospheric structures are shaped 
by a prolonged tectonic history involving slab subduction, plate boundary transformation and associat-
ed mantle dynamics. Previous tomographic studies (e.g., Bernardino et al., 2019; Boyd et al., 2004; Jones 
et al., 1994, 2014; Jiang, Schmandt, Hansen, et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2008; Zandt et al., 2004) have provided 
valuable information on the seismic structures of this region. However, the resolution of previous tomo-
graphic studies in the upper mantle is limited to about 60 km or larger. In this section, we compare the 
velocity models of central California from our alternating inversion with those from traditional ray-theory 
based methods to demonstrate the feasibility and advantage of our method in practical tomography. In 
particular, we focus on some interesting small-scale features revealed in our model that are beyond the 
resolution of traditional methods, and discuss their associated tectonic implications.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of seismic features seen in our final Vs model with (a) the interfaces in-
ferred from common conversion-point (CCP) image of Sp receiver functions by Hoots (2016) and (b) the Vs 
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Figure 6.  Vertical cross-sections (a–c) AA’ and (d–f) BB’ of Vs images from the ANAT (a, d), TeleFWI (b, e), and alternating (c, f) inversions. High Vs zones: 
CHV-Coastal High Velocities; IA-Isabella Anomaly; FA-Foothills Anomaly.
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model from surface wave tomography based on ambient noise and teleseismic surface wave data by Jiang, 
Schmandt, Hansen, et al. (2018), hereafter called Jiang2018 model. Our new Vs model shows drastically 
better coincidence with interface structures revealed by the receiver function study of Hoots (2016) com-
pared to the Jiang2018 model due to the consideration of scattered wave energy within TeleFWI, clearly 
illustrated at two regions with receiver function results. First, at the west end of the two cross-sections, 
a prominent high velocity anomaly is observed in the lithosphere and dips to the east reaching ∼100 km 
depth beneath the SAF. This feature exhibits a similar pattern in profiles AA’ and BB’ and its bottom depth is 
consistent with the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) identified by the Sp receiver function anal-
ysis of Hoots (2016). This boundary has been interpreted as the base of the oceanic Monterey microplate 
(Hoots, 2016) and the dipping geometry of this high velocity anomaly from our model generally agrees with 
this interpretation. At the conjunction area between the GV and the western SNB, we observe another in-
teresting velocity contrast with low Vs beneath the central GV and west-dipping high Vs beneath the Sierran 
foothills (Figures 7a and 6b). This feature is generally consistent with the transition of positive to negative 
velocity gradient (green line in Figure 7a) observed in the Sp receiver function study (Hoots, 2016) as well 
as the recent P-wave receiver function study (Dougherty et al., 2020).

In addition to the improvement of interface structures, our model also reveals finer Vs structures in the 
upper mantle compared with the Jiang2018 model. For example, the well-known high velocity IA has a 
thickness of ∼100 km shown in the profiles of AA’ and BB’ based on the Jiang2018 model, while the IA 
in our model has a thickness of about 40 km. The Jiang2018 model is inverted from frequency-dependent 
dispersion curves of surface waves which are mostly sensitive to smoothly varying velocities but place very 
weak constraints on interface structures, making it hard to infer the accurate thickness of the high velocity 
body in their study. In contrast, TeleFWI used in our alternating inversion enables us to image smaller-scale 
heterogeneities (40 km as shown in Figure 3) and sharp velocity discontinuities, resulting in a more concen-
trated and thinner high velocity anomaly for IA.
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Figure 7.  Comparison of Vs images along profiles (a–b) AA’ and (c–d) BB’ from this study and the one from Rayleigh wave tomography (Jiang2018) by Jiang, 
Schmandt, Hansen, et al. (2018). The thick green and red lines in (a) and (b) denote the velocity contrasts from Sp receiver function (Hoots, 2016).
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The geometry of the IA provides a piece of key observational evidence in deciphering its origin as either 
being the foundering lithosphere (e.g., Boyd et al., 2004; Zandt et al., 2004) beneath the southern SNB or 
representing a fossil slab connected to the Monterey microplate (e.g., Jiang, Schmandt, Hansen, et al., 2018; 
Wang et al., 2013). In the Jiang2018 model, the high velocity anomaly dips continuously eastward from 
the coast to the depth of 200 km beneath the eastern SNB, and is regarded as direct evidence of the fossil 
slab mechanism. However in our model, this anomaly is truncated at about 100 km by a westward-dipping 
low Vs body beneath the SNB, separating the shallow IA1 from the deeper IA2 and IA3 beneath the SNB 
(Figure 7a). There are also considerable differences in the geometry of this low velocity anomaly between 
profiles AA’ and BB’. Along the BB’ profile (Figure 7c), the low Vs is relatively weak and the deeper IA2 
seems to be attached to the IA1 to form a continuous eastward dipping high velocity body. Due to the small 
number of stations used in previous teleseismic P tomography (Boyd et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2014; Zandt 
et al., 2004) in the west of the foothills and GV, the IA is revealed as a sub-vertical high velocity anomaly, 
and its proximity to low velocities beneath the SNB further contributes to the interpretation of being the 
delaminated lithosphere from the eastern SNB. With the new data from the CCSE array as well as the newly 
implemented alternating inversion method, our new model suggests that the shallow IA1 is more likely to 
be part of the subducted oceanic slab rather than a foundering lithosphere from the SNB. The high velocity 
slab dips eastward to the depth of at least 100 km beneath the eastern GV, and possibly has a connection 
with the deeper high velocity anomalies beneath the SNB. The model also reveals possible velocity gaps 
along the projected trend of the oceanic slab, suggesting that the subducted slab may break off from the 
western part. The velocity gap may be a localized small-scale feature, which is below the resolution outside 
the dense CCSE line. To completely constrain the full picture of the 3D geometry of the IA, future deploy-
ments of denser stations with more data sets in the off-line region may be needed.

4.2.  Limitations and Future Perspectives

In this study, we have demonstrated the advantage of the alternating inversion over individual inversions of 
surface waves and teleseismic P waves through a series of 3D synthetic tests and an application to seismic 
data recorded in central California. More specifically, TeleFWI has high resolution in the vicinity of the 
dense array and can reveal small-scale heterogeneities and constrain sharp velocity boundaries (such as the 
Moho and LAB) in the upper mantle, while ANAT using broadly distributed stations has relatively uniform 
ray coverage with a good lateral resolution for Vs structures in the crust and uppermost mantle. The alter-
nating inversion enables the construction of a more unified model by combining the sensitivities of surface 
wave and body wave data. In the following, we discuss several aspects of the alternating inversion that may 
be considered for improvement in future studies.

First, the FK-SEM hybrid method adopted in TeleFWI is based on a plane wave assumption which does not 
consider the spherical curvature of the Earth. To overcome this limitation, the external 1D solver outside 
the target area in hybrid methods needs to be replaced by 1D efficient global solvers for a spherical Earth 
model, such as those based on normal modes (Capdeville et al., 2003), direct solution method (DSM, e.g., 
Monteiller et al., 2013, 2015), and axisymmetric SEM (AxiSEM, e.g., Beller, Monteiller, Operto, et al., 2018). 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the forward simulation of the FK-SEM hybrid method is much faster 
than the other global hybrid methods mentioned above, and it is sufficiently accurate for modeling teleseis-
mic wavefields when the array aperture is much smaller than epicenter distances (Monteiller et al., 2020).

Second, the ANAT method used in the alternating inversion does not consider effects of uneven distributed 
noise sources and data processing on the Green's function retrieval (Fichtner, 2014; Fichtner et al., 2020; 
Froment et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2020; Tsai, 2009; Wang, Luo, & Yang, 2016; Yao & Van Der Hilst, 2009) 
and source-structure tradeoffs (Fichtner, 2015; Sager et al., 2018; Tromp et al., 2010). Although time shifts 
measured in narrow bands are less prone to misfit biases resulting from inhomogeneous noise sources and 
data processing, full-waveform inversions of noise correlations that fail to account for these effects could 
introduce tomographic artifacts and hardly controllable source-structure tradeoffs (Fichtner, 2014, 2015). 
The FWANI technique (Sager et al., 2018, 2020) jointly inverts for the noise source distribution and Earth 
structure, providing an promising approach to reduce source-structure tradeoffs by completely exploiting 
waveform information from both positive and negative components of noise correlations. More recent-
ly, Fichtner et al. (2020) advocate optimal processing schemes to further reduce nonphysical components 
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introduced into noise correlations by data processing, such as time and frequency domain normalization 
(Bensen et  al.,  2007). These significant advances in noise interferometry will contribute to more robust 
waveform-based ambient noise tomographic images, which are desired to be incorporated into future alter-
nating inversions.

Third, the performance of the alternating inversion is determined by the complementary constraints from 
the two different data sets. For a specific region in the model, there are generally three different scenarios 
regarding data sensitivities and resulting model updates: (a) one of the two datasets has no/little sensitiv-
ities; (b) both datasets has sensitivities and generate model updates that are consistent with each other; 
(c) both datasets have sensitivities but generate significant discrepancies between their model updates. In 
areas where depths >100 km (Case 1) and most shallow regions (Case 2), the two data sets used in this 
study are complementary to each other and the alternating inversion contributes to a constructive model 
improvement. This is evidenced by large misfit reductions for both data sets in the alternating inversion 
in Figures 4a and 4b. In Case 3, such as the areas beneath the GV and SNB, the model updates from the 
two data sets are in opposite directions. Consequently, the model changes from the alternating inversion 
beneath these areas are oscillatory and do not converge to a unique stationary solution, resulting in the 
degradation of waveform fitting for both data sets in comparison with those from separate inversions (Fig-
ures 4a and 4b). In this case, the final Vs model from our alternating inversion method represents the av-
erage velocity structure constrained by the two data sets, which is accepted in this study because it is more 
consistent with previous studies than those from separate inversions (Section 3.4). In the future, the model 
update for such regions can be potentially improved by adopting weighting schemes to further adjust misfit 
contributions from different data sets, or starting with a misfit objective function that includes explicit reg-
ularization parameters. Moreover, it would be beneficial to further improve the inversion result of TeleFWI 
at deep depths (>100 km) by adding more data sets sampling the off-line areas. One significant advantage of 
adjoint tomography is that the model can continue to be updated whenever new data sets become available. 
Compared with the relatively scarce high-quality waveforms of scattered waves, there are a large number 
of traveltime data for other primary seismic phases such as direct P/S, PKP/SKS, etc. Traveltime adjoint 
tomography of other primary phases could also be included in future alternating inversions to further im-
prove the resolution of the Vp and Vs images of the lithospheric mantle.

5.  Conclusion
In this study, we propose an alternating inversion scheme that fits ambient noise surface waves and tele-
seismic P waves simultaneously based on 3D seismic wave simulations. The method is applied to ambient 
noise empirical Green's functions from 60 virtual sources, direct P and scattered waves from 11 teleseismic 
events in the central California plate boundary region. By comparing the tomographic results from ambient 
noise adjoint tomography, teleseismic full-waveform inversion and the alternating inversion using both 
field data sets and synthetics from 3D checkerboard models, we demonstrate that the alternating inversion 
outperforms separate inversions as it combines the complementary sensitivities of both toward a more uni-
fied model. The final Vs model from our alternating inversion delineates a distinct interface between the 
GV and western SNB in the crust and the LAB underneath the western coast, which are in good agreement 
with recent receiver function studies. Furthermore, the new model also reveals a refined geometry of the 
high velocity Isabella Anomaly with a thickness of about 40 km. The shallow Isabella Anomaly is part of the 
subducted oceanic slab which dips eastward to at least 100 km depth beneath the eastern GV and possibly 
breaks off at greater depths. This proposed alternating inversion scheme can be applied to other regions 
with both a dense linear array and regional array networks to obtain high-resolution lithospheric images. 
Additional phases and wavefields can be further incorporated using a similar inversion framework.

Appendix A:  Teleseismic Traveltime Estimation for FK-SEM
The traveltime delay from the initial wavefront through (x0, y0, z0) to a surface point at (xr, yr, 0) can be cal-
culated as:
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In above, ϕ is the azimuth, Hm is the thickness of the m’th layer. zbot is the z coordinate of the bottom of all 
layers (top of half space). p is the horizontal slowness (ray parameter) which is conserved along the ray and 
θ is the incident angle. vm is the P or S wave velocity in m’th layer and the corresponding vertical slowness 
is ηm. Note m = 0 indicates the velocity/slowness in the halfspace. 

Data Availability Statement
The seismic data used in this study are downloaded from the Caltech/USGS Southern California Seismic 
Network (https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/CI) and IRIS DMC (https://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/). The open 
source spectral-element software package SPECFEM3D Cartesian used in this study are freely available 
for download via the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG; geodynamics.org). The FWAT 
package developed in this study can be downloaded from http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4747811.
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